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Michael Kearney (MK): First of all, I would like to say that I see this dialog as more 
of a fine tuning of some theoretical and mainly definitional differences between you 
and me. These differences are in part reflections of differences between our respec

tive disciplines - geography and anthropology - which have also channeled our 
professional experiences into somewhat contrasting social and political settings. I 
also see some differences within the general framework of Marxist theory, but they 
are more ones of emphasis, rather than substance. 

Michael J. Watts (MW): I take it as axiomatic that we are both writing about pea
sants as critical intellectuals with some sort of Left sympathy and some sort of 
practical political involvement - you in your longstanding farmworkers concern 
and myself since the 1970s in a number of struggles in Nigeria, most recently in the 
Delta. Our theoretical concerns are therefore practical-political. Second, that we 
need not rehearse too mllch of the debates within Marxism - recognizing that we 
are both profoundly shaped by Marxisms of various sorts. There are probably dif
ferences in how we both read so called » Classical Marxism«. Third, we do write 
from differing disciplines (anthropology and geography) and I realize that both dis
ciplines are inseparable from tbe bistorics of colonialism, both generating differing 
debates and qllestions. And fourth, I take it for granted tbat we are botb struggling 
witb tbc complexity of dass and otber forms of idcntification, tbe simultaneity of 
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identities, what is new and different about these multiplicities, and how and in 

what ways globalization makes a palpable difference to such multiplicities. 

Peasants or simple commodity producers? 

MK: Much of your criticism of Reconceptualizing the Peasantryl is based on a dif
ferent definition of peasants than the one that the book is based on. And here is 
where the disciplinary differences between geography and anthropology cause a 
considerable degree of dialog at cross purposes. My working definition is based on 
a mode of production approach and dass analysis, according to which peasants are 

not capitalists, not socialists, not proletarians, not farmers, not small entrepre
neurs. What distinguishes them from these modern types is that they use simple 

technology and primarily their own labor and that of their animals to produce first 
and foremost to feed themselves and their animals, and to reproduce themselves 
and their animals. To be a peasant you also have to be politically subordinate to ur
ban or rural elites. In addition to political subordination, to be a peasant you must 
be involved in dass relationships with these elites, i. e., you must be producing an 
economic surplus in some form of value - most likely agrarian produce and/or la
bor power - that is transferred to the elites. If some such form of dass relationship 

does not ex ist, then there are 110 peasants. Instead what you have are just small
scale subsistence agriculturalists who existed for thousands of years between the 

time when plants were domesticated and the first urbanization began. Another es

sential feature of peasants is their distinctive demographie characteristics: they tend 
to have high birth rates. Indeed - and rarely considercd - is how the absorption of 

>surplus< peasant population into pre-industrial cities and armies is but one of the 
many ways in which surplus value was extracted from peasant communities. This is 
admittedly an ideal type; but we need some such distinctions. Not attending to such 
terminological concerns, you and most other writers on contemporary rural politi
cal economy slide back and forth between vague references to »peasants«, and 
»farmers«, »small producers« etc. If the term »peasant« is to have any theoretical 

and analytic utility, it must be defined more discreetly. One thing that most geogra
phers, rural sociologists, agricultural economists of agriculture, and many anthro

pologists cannot understand or do not want to understand is that peasants exist ou
tside of capitalist relations of production. This is not to say that when capitalism 
appears, it does not subsurne peasants to it; of course it does. But what are the dass 
mechanisms by which surplus value is extracted from the non-capitalist peasant 
household to capitalist communities? 

MW: You adopt a narrow Wolfian definition2 in the interests of typological preci
sion. But I am confused because this is itself a vast terrain and you seem to want to 
abandon precisely such vast categories. I am parenthetically rather taken aback by 
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the tagging of peasants in terms of limited technology and high fertility regimes. 

You want to distinguish between peasants and farmers (and proletarians) and to 

acknowledge that peasants »exist outside of capitalist relations«. I find this mildly 
astonishing. If you are saying that according to your Wolfian definition peasants 

pre-existed capitalism, say in 10th century China, then this is self evident and I see 

nobody challenging such a claim. Ir was surely the staple of the early peasant deba

tes that peasants could be inserted into a variety of historical social formations. If 
you are saying that now peasants exist outside of capitalism I am totally confused. 

Wherc are there substantial numbers of peasants not shaped in some ways by the 
dynamics of the capitalist market, by neoliberal forces in their panoply of forms? 
You say your definition is an ideal type and requires distinctions. But why is this 
any different from a definition of contemporary peasants as forms of simple com
modity production (SCP) - a form of production that contains contradictory dass 
relations (labor and capital)? You are concerned that peasants encompass diversity 
which you see in terms of niches, and a variety of cultural identifications, and dass 
relations. Why is SCP any less capable of encompassing such divcrsity? The cate
gory SCP is not of thc same logical type as the empiricaJ forms it can assurne. I ar
gued for peasants as forms of SCP, and this would encompass both a vast array of 
historicaJ circumstances and conditions (early modern France, and contemporary 

Nigeria, and indeed forms of capitalized US family farms). I have no trouble in di

stinguishing the varied forms of SCP that they ass urne and the need to draw distin
ction on the basis of the degrees of commodification. If you are saying that at some 
point in the past there was no commodity involvement - they existed outside of ca

pitalism - then we are really dealing with a different social category. There is no
thing in the form of production here that specifies how thcy are related to other so
cial dasses or to capital. This is what an empirically informed dass analysis does 
for one. 

MK: If the term »peasant« is to have any defining va'lue, it must refer to some so
cial type that is more specific than the plethora of types so often Jumped into ie 
Again, I argue that the term "peasant« should refer to three conditions: agrarian 
production at the household level, using simple tcchnology; production primarily 
for auto-consumption; dass relation(s) with non-peasants. Clearly this is an ideal 
type which no doubt existed at different historie moments. Students of agrarian is

sues in effect usually recognize that this ideal type decomposes into related real ty
pes. And here is where I think the fundamental definitional and theoretical pro
blems occur - and they have to do with the twO different ways in which states and 
inrcllectuals c1assify. One is a more or less naive reflection of >things< as nouns in a 
naturallanguage, e. g., a potato is a "potato«. Bur when we are dealing with social 
identities in complex societies, the state inevitably takes major responsibility for 
and control of c1assifying things of social and political importance, and in doing so 
it gives them an official identity. Thus for example, property laws and legal con-
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tracts define such identities as land owner, tenant, employee, etc. In Reconceptuali

zing the Peasantry I discuss how these official identities are the result of specific po

litical policy objectives, rather than scientific efforts at objective categorizing of ac
tuaJly existing entities. 

MW: I fail co undersrand this point. You say SCP fails because it does not refer to a 

distinet social type (rather than a panoply of forms) but how is your three-part de
finition any less specific than SCP and hence any less subject to your own critique. 

You then seem to be concerned not with the definition per se but how words (no

uns) like peasant are used discursively and polirically especiaJly by states. This is 
obviously an important question: the diseursive deploymem of peasants and pea
sant imagery is surely part of the ways in whieh governable subjeets (Foueault) are 
produced. But this is a different set of questions whieh my deployment of SCP is 
not necessarily designed to explieate. At this point then I have questions over, first, 
how you wish CO use peasants as an ideal type; seeond, why the questions of diver
sity and heterogeneity is a problem in the deployment of analytical categories; 

third, whether your coneern with definitions is more about deriving a useful analy
tical category or with the polities and deployment of a peasant lexieon in various 
state and other politieal discourses? 

MK: Your usage of "peasant« basically includes what I would call farmers, i. e., 
market oriented types growing non-subsistence crops, e. g., the smaJl producers of 
high value foods under conditions of contract farming, as weil as other kinds of 
what I see as basically small entrepreneurs. You make it abundantly clear that va
rious such kinds of small agrarian producers persist, and you refer to them as »pea
sants« . I, on the other hand, argue for more typological precision, and also that for 
the most part, the term "peasant« has outlived its referents. I do not argue that the 
kinds of agrarian types that you refer to as »peasants« have ceased to ex ist. Indeed, 
I recognize the same types, but I do not refer to themall as "peasants«. For to do so 
is lose analytic power - which starts with the naming and definition of things, of 
nouns. The word "peasant« blurs two kinds of complexity - two kinds of social 
differentiation - which must be appreciated for basic empirical social science and 
for practical projects based on it. The first kind of differentiation is within commu
nity which is due to the presence of »the butcher, the backer, and the candlestick 
maker« as weil as the peasant, all of whom interact in the local economy. The se
cond kind of differentiation is internal to persons within such communities, thus re
sulting in the person having multiple class positions and relationships, as weil as 
multiple corresponding identities. This is the polybian who occupies numerous eco
nomic niches. This neologism is necessary because of the general ethnographie lack 
of awareness of the occupational complexity of >rural, social types. Potybians are 
not recognized in official systems of c1assifieationj usually the state uses its defining 
powers to slot identities into its own hegemonie projeets. 
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Class analysis 

MK: I find it surprising that in your paper, which is ostensibly a Marxist analysis, 
and which is indeed a highly informative and innovative, you barely raise the issue 
of the dass nature of the various kinds of agrarian types that you lump together (in
appropriately, as I see it) as peasants. Indeed, in the last four sections, the term dass 

does not appear. In this writing, there is a constant sliding back and forth between 
)'peasant,« »farmer« and »petty commodity producer« and how they are involved 
in new forms of production and distribution. What are we to make of the ways in 
which small producers are planting high value foods, and that they are involved in 
complex corporate relations? The fact that some small farmers in CentraJ America 
are, let us say, producing specialty greens for salads at Chez Panisse (a restaurant in 
BerkeJey), is interesting. But, the bottom line question is, what are the dass relati
onships in the chain of production-consumption between a lettuce field in Guate
mala and the diners in California. And, then there is the basic practical question: 
What does the analysis imply for political projects? 

MW: You are concerned, in your definitional debate, with my apparent lack of 
concern with dass or dass analysis. I see SCP as a contradictory dass location 
(along the lines suggested by Friedmann, Gibbon and Bernstein'\ and this is preci
sely what makes the question of »what is happening to the peasantry« so important 
and complex. I have no difficulty with your argument concerning multiple identi
ties; but again I return to the question of whether the polybian is in any sense new. 
I see dass as the variety of processes through which surplus labor is produced, dis
tributed and appropriated, and a person may be involved in a variety of such pro
cesses (though some may be more constitutive than others, and this is what analysis 
sheds light on). In this sense the analysis I provided of new agricultures and con
tracting (in Reworking Modernity and Lire Under Contract4

) is a dass analysis 
without at all suggesting that contract growers simply fit a dass - hence my deploy
ment of »propertied laborers«. I am assessing how surplus is appropriated among 
men and women and between households and forms of capital being all the while 
sensitive to the experience of the work associated with such new production relati
ons. These are types of peasant-workers. DougJas Holmes sees the peasant-workers 
in the North-Italian region of Friuli as product of a long history of contracts with 
'Iocal estates that produced a particular type of consciousness;\ He sees the peasant
worker as residing in a sort of liminal world. I fully acknowledge that these questi
ons pertaining to subjectivity that derive from being, in the Friuli case, both wor
kers and peasants are complex; but this does not alter the fact that we can pose 
other questions (as important) about the stability of this ,dass< and whether the 
conditions of its genesis and reproduction are changing and with what consequen
ces for the very idea of a worker-peasant. I do not know whether this sort of ap
proach is congruent with the polybian category that you use. 
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MK: Many conremporary so-called "peasanrs-workers« are a good poinr of depar

ture to re-examine the concept of dass because they, as it were, have two feet in ca

pitalism and one foot in subsistence agricultural produetion of a non-capitalist na

ture - that is the dass and idenrity nature of polybians. Two feet in capitalism? Yes, 

one as part time migranr worker ernployed by capitalist farmers and corporations, 

and one as petty commodity or small capitalist producer who employs some labor. 

And then there is involvement in the service and informal economies by working 

full or part-time as maids, busboys, servanrs, prostitutes, pimps, poachers, shoe

shiners, smugglers, and thieves. A question that arises with respect to dass differen
tiation is, what is the basic social unit and what is the unit of analysis? Most social 
science proceeds with the assumption that it is the individual. But the >individual< is 
largelya hegemonie consrruction of the state. I have proposed regarding the >indivi

dual< as an object of analysis but not as a tool of analysis, for to do so is to partici

pate in the hegemony of the state and official social science. Instead I have propo

sed referring to the person - an entity which incorporates (Iiterally) the working 

body and its various (polybious) identities. To date, Marxist analysis of the dyna

mies of social (dass) differentiation has not penetrated beyond the official category 

of the individual - hence the concept of the polybian. Were I a posrmodernist, 

wh ich I am not, I would say that the polybian deconstructs the individual. Instead 

let us just say that it is an effort to deepen convenrional dass analysis. And one ob

jective of this analysis is to better understand the typical complex nature of dass 

positions, dass differenriation, and class relations. 

MW: Of course I agree that non-farm income is and has been for a long time sub

stituting land based production. This is why a primary axis for me remains in the 

study of peasanrs the extent to which production is market media ted (commodities 

producing commodities), and the extenr to which household reproduction is secu

red through the wage relation. Proletarianization is an inexorable force among the 
peasants, taking differing forms and speeds. In spite of the ways in wh ich live
lihoods are transformed by something caUed globalization (or by the complex 
forms of cultural identification associated with and emerging from the labor pro

cess), the power of these two forces seems to me to be undiminished and retains its 

analytical cenrra'!ity. I simply think that differing forms of Marxism - Lenin, 
Trotsky, Kautsky, Gramsei - are capable of shedding much light on different as

pects of the >peasanr condition< under conditions of globalization, and that they do 

so by never losing sight of the dull discipline of the market, of commodification, of 
competition, and of proletarianization as massive structural forces. I am in this 
sense not enrirely sure wbat is the question wh ich the category of polybian is desi
gned to shed light on. I think it implies a sense of many simultaneous idenrities that 
is, in my view, not terribly helpful. I am a worker of a particular sort and I have a 
community garden which helps reproduce my family subsistence needs - I frankly 
do not see this as complicating my dass position very much. 
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Migration and deterritorialization 

MK: Another issue here is peasants in space: do they stay put, or do they migrate? 

In the c1assic literature on the Agrarian Question (Marx, Lenin, Kautsky, Chaya

nov, etc.) migration was not an issue. Ir has, however, become a major concern in 

contemporary consideration of agrarian issues. Perhaps I am overly sensitized to 

this issue from living and working primarily in California and Mexico, where mi

gration is of paramount pOilitical significance to both political economies. Highly 

capital intensive and highly labor intensive agribusiness is CaJifornia's main indu

stry and since its inception in the 19th ccntury it has relied primarily on migrant 
workers from rural communities throughout the Pacific Basin - primarily China, 

Japan, the Philippines, and Mexico. The typical trajectory of transnational Mexi

can migration from specific communities is for it to start in agriculture and then in 
a generation or two penetrate into service jobs, self-employment, and informal eco

nomic activities. Within Mexico, the migration horn rural communities into com

mercial agriculture and urban employment has basically dissolved fundamental di

stinctions between >rural< and >urban<. This is certainly true in terms of household 

economics, in that most households reproduce from a variety of income sources. Si

milarly, it is true with respect to cultural reproduction in that people in >rural< areas 

consume the same popular media and are at the ends of the same global commodity 

chains (fast food, c1othing, gadgets, media, etc.) as urbanites. 

MW: You seem unduly concerned with the consequences of migration in relation to 
an ideal type peasant or SCP. My point is not to deny the reality of migration but 

rat her to say what question are you posing that migration provides an insight into? 

Is it about the ways in which migratory wage work transforms the household re

production strategy? Is it about how male migration provides apretext for rewor

king access to and control ovcr domestic resources or gender relations? The fact of 
migration (assuming wage work) is saying something about how household forms 

of production are changing - a process of proletarianization is in train that may be 

more or less stable. The empirical complexity of its circumstances (long distance 
work in California or seasonal circulatory migration between town and country) 
should not alter this fact. I do not really understand either the significance that you 

attribute to migration in relation to the peasant question, or relatedly, why the obli
teration you see between rural and urban (as important as it may be culturally) 
complicates the political economic questions. 

MK: One more issue that I would like to discuss is my thesis about deterritorializa
tion which has two meanings: First, that there is a long-term trend in the history of 

capitalism toward interest in ever more immaterial forms of value. This argument is 

consistent with David Harvey's argument about how capitalists constantly seek to 
reduce the »turn around timc« between investment and the taking of profits.6 What 
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this means for agriculture is that the smart money is no longer interested in owning 

the primary means of production, viz., land. Land ties up too much capital. Better 

to leave land to those with fewer capital resources and lesser transnationa'i corpo

rate connections. Borrowing money to invest in crops and being dependent on the 
vagaries of market prices and weather is too risky for the smart money. Better to 
seil a contract to some land owner to have hirn put in a crop, take the risks, and be 

responsible for delivering the product to your enterprise, e. g., tomatoes for McDo
nald's hamburgers and produce for supermarket chains. In this situation the lender 
specifies the product and how it is to be produced (seed, fertilizer, pesticides, etc.), 
but takes no primary risk in producing it. 

MW: You rightly emphasize how capital and other actors are not terribly interested 
in land or directly controlling the point of production and how various contracts 
now link producers ('peasants') to, say, export markets. Kautsky noted this 100 
years ago, and I have written on it at length. My point is not to belittle your obser
vation but to say in what sense does this compromise a Marxian analysis of petty 
commodity production? Contraet farming in this sense raises a number of impor
tant issues such as: is household labor under the contract free or are they disguised 
proletarians? How might the labour process and its regimentation compromise 
household domestic relations? To put the matter crudely, I am not sure what extra 
leverage we get from polybians, or rather we have to retain classic concerns in 100

king at contracting with commodification and proletarianization? 

The problem of the big cut 

MK: Sometimes thete are more or less distinct dass deavage planes - you have hin
ted at some. But in most subaltern communities they are absent. Instead dass relati
ons take on the nature of complex food webs, in which polybians feed on each 
other in complex dass relationships that defy neatly identifying >good guys< and 
>bad guys<, i. e., exploited and exploiter. Yet traditional class-based projects demand 
finding such cleavage plans that demarcate the two species. This is what I refer to 
as the >problem of the big cut<. Ir was relative easy to make the big cut in the 19th 
century industriaJ capitalism that Marx knew - the bosses were upstairs in clean 
white shirts and the grimy workers were down on the shop floar. Ir was also no 
doubt easy to do so in some moments in European feudal societies which where 
clearly divided into nobility, Church, and burgers - all of which parasitized the pea
santry who were at the base of the economy. I think that the main differences bet
ween you and me hinge on the problem of the big cut, which is the theoretical and 
practical prob'lem with which you rightly and justifiabJy are most concerned. Ho
wever, I think that the applicability of this important project is increasingJy limited, 
given the ever increasing internaJ social differentiation of identities taking pJace 
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within persons under conditions of contemporary capitalism and the kinds of non

capitalist activities articulated to it, i. e., polybianization of persons. For all its po
wer, Marx's dassic dass analysis was still based on the individual as the basic social 

unit. In contrast, in Reconceptualizing the Peasantry I give primary attention to the 
particular cultural-political needs of polybians without denying the validity of di

rectly dass-based projects. Here is the basic difference: directly dass-based projects 

seek to mobilize a specific dass or spectrum of dass fractions qua dass identity, 
i. e., the cultural correlates of structural dass positions. The problem with such po

litical projects is that social dass identity is usuaJly too weakly experienced to in
form a commitment to a collective project based on it. Certainly, in capitalist and 
other societies, nationality, >race<, and religion more often than not dcfine person

hood more strongly than dass identity. In other words, the task of making the big 
cut is over-complicated by multiple dass positions and the lack of dearly dcfined 

dass identities. 

MW: I just do not sec the study of peasants as SCP as like »complex food webs« 
with people fecding on one another in such a way that one cannot tell the good 
from the bad guys. This strikes me as a very curious formulation. In the same way I 
do not understand what you mean when you say Marx dep'loys the individual as a 
basic social unit - I would have thought it was social relations. And then you conti

nue that these multiples identified, multiple dass polybians are at heart self-inte
rested individualists - all of this sounds like a strange mix of methodo'logical indivi

dualism, analytical Marxism, and poststructralism. I certainly believe that there can 
be something like multiple dass positions; but how many are we talking about? 
Class boundaries can be labile because dass is culturally constructed in some way 
obviously. But aJl of this does not translate for me into some poor >peasant< toting 
around four dass positions, three cultural identities, and social boundaries that are 
coming and going every half an hour. If a person is a worker, and a peasant, and an 
informalist (this could be many things induding SCP), weil there are only 24 hours 
in a day; each of these activities provides sources of income wh ich allows us to see 
trends over time (how the sources shift and how stable and self reproducing is the 
condition), and to make judgments how each is contributing to an individual or so
cial reproduction. If we want to know about the subjectivity of a person who has 

three different income sources, all located within the frame of ca pitalist relations, 
then it is an empirical question as to how and why we can locate particular dass 
>ideological< or political subjectivities. In some cases it may not be all that compli
cated, and the invocation of hybridities and so on would not be terribly helpfuI. But 
at base we know that the contradictory status of SCP means that political practice 
will be related to particular social forces and political projects through which mobi
lization occurs. Indigenous movements may not self identify as dass movements 
(but some do); but it is surely of relevance for us an analysts to grasp how dass for
ces of various sorts have shaped its genesis - and perhaps shapes its trajectory. How 
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can dass and other popular struggles help generate more progressive agrarian rela

tions and deepen the process of democratization? I think I am working may way 

around to asking you why these polybian circumstances do not characterize say 
Chinese peasantsltenants in the late 1940s; and why would the analyses of the pea

sant mobilization of the period, which were sensitive to social and cultural hetero

geneity yet were determined to show how solidarity was constructed, not be any 

less relevant for today? 

The practical-political question 

MK: What then is an appropriate project to mobilize and work to reduce dass ex
ploitation? The strategy that I propose in Reconceptualizing the Peasantry is not to 

abandon efforts to find dass deavage planes as a basis of mobilization in terms of 
specifie dass interests. Ir is for this reason that I work with farmworker unions in 
Mexieo and the United States, Mexiean shantytown dwellers assoeiations, and ur
ban street workers, and binational indigenous organizations. But these are taetieal 
struggles; and organizing them is extremely difficult and only marginally successful 
beeause the vast majority of the members are highly differentiated into other oeeu

pational niehes and geographie spaees - the fluid, highly migratory nature of the 
members of such organizations weakens them, as their members move in and out of 

them. Ir is for this reason that more primary strategies are needed to not only ag

glutinate these highly differentiated, spatially dispersed identities, but to also dis
plaee the struggles onto other politieal terrain where the state, employers, and e1ites 
in general are not so hegemonie. The most basic extension of this strategy of displa
cement is to reframe the basic local issues in terms of violations of Universal Hu
man Rights. Thus, just as capitalists are always ahead of subalterns in the race to 

deterritorialize and aeeumulate value (capital), so does this strategy displaee loeal 
subaltern struggles into global spaccs that transcend the boundaries of the nation 
state. A good examplc of the deployment of this strategy is the 1994 Zapatista Re
bellion in Chiapas. Indeed, the >peasants' always lost when they so organized 10
cally and pressed their grievanees as peasants within the national eontext. But by 
shifting to the strategy of defining themselves not as just peasants, bllt primariiy as 
>indigenous peoples<, existing in a broad spectrum of soeial identities, they effee
tively displaeed their struggle onto ground where their enemies, induding the Mexi
ean state, were off balance. Furthermore, by defining their grievanees not in terms 
of local land disputes, but as fundamental violations of their Universal Human 
Rights, they effeetively displaeed their grievances into the court of world opinion 
and polities. Thus, for example, their propcrty disputes as pcasants would most li
kely not attraet the deep support of someone like Madame Mitterand of Franee. 
BlIt she did beeome deeply involved in opposing »violations of the human rights« 
of the Tzeltal, Tzotzil, and other »Mayan indians« in Chiapas. Clearly, the ethni
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city card is one that cannot be played in very many situations, and indeed, when it 

is pJayed, it is usually retrograde and even catastrophic, e. g., Rwanda and the for

mer Yugoslavia. But Human Rights as a strategy does not have the same limited 

potential or the potential for exacerbating ethnic hostilities. So - my position is that 

traditional agrarian struggles are still important and necessary; but new strategies 

must also be grafted on the old ones from the time of Kautsky. 

MW: Class mobilization has pretty much always been about the creation of a unity 
amidst a proletarian diversity. That is why in the absence of a dass project ethnicity 
might look pretty good, but the »catastrophic« implications of some of these non
dass ('indigenous') identifications have to be addressed. What might make ethni
city or indigeneity or race not just another retrograde particularism? You provoca
tively end with practicaJ and poJitical questions, and I suspect we are dose to being 
on the same page in this regard. Social dass identities may not be providing a com

mitment to a collective project. Of course it is one thing to see the September 11th 
perpetrators as militant political Islamists without a powerful social dass identity; 

on the other I would think that the social dass forces that created the conditions 
the crisis of secular nationalist development in West Asia - from which they emer
ged are perfectly dear. Surely history has taught us (a long time back) that reading 
particular aetions, dass positions, or poJitics from being a peasant (however defi
ned) is a very tricky business. I do not see many varieties of peasant studies now en
dorsing such simple minded reading. The question I cannot dearly answer is what 
work the >polybian< is doing for us that sheds some different light of these practical

political questions however new or different we fee! the conditions of the ,peasan
try< to be. 
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